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Board Contract By Lead Topic of the hand

1 6S N HK
set up the 5th diamond in dummy for your 5th trick using 

dummy's 4 remaining entries to do so

2 4H E DK
set up the long club using dummy's 4 side entries to ruff out 3 

clubs

3 4S S CA duck a diamond early to set up 4 diamond tricks for yourself

4 6S W DJ
set up the club suit by ducking a club and then ruffing the third 

round of clubs.

5 6H N CK set up diamonds by ducking first round!!!

6 6S+1 E DJ
Finesse the CJ. If it wins - Great and if it loses then the suit is 

breaking 3-2 and that's still great.

7 7S S HQ
East squeezed in minors after 4 rounds of spades, 3 rounds 

of heart and 3 rounds of diamonds.

8 7H W C10
win club lead with ace to keep 2 club entries to dummy's 

diamonds

9 4S N DA
set up dummy's fifth club can be established for the 10th trick 

by ruffing out the club suit.

10 4H E DK
set up the club suit by ducking the first round - dummy's 5th 

club is your 10th trick

11 7S S JH
set up clubs by discarding one club on the HA and then 3 

rounds of clubs will set up the club suit.

12 4H+2 W DQ set up spades early - dummy's 5th spade is your 12th trick

13 6S N DK set up hearts early - dummy's 5th heart is your 12th trick

14 4H E CQ draw trumps then discard losers

15 4S S HK discard losers before drawing trumps

16 6S W HJ
discard heart loser on third round of diamonds before drawing 

trumps

17 4S N HQ
win heart lead in hand with the King. set up clubs before 

drawing trumps

18 4H E CA go for diamond ruff in dummy after 1 round of trumps.
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